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INTER UNIVERSITY CENTRE NEWS STUDY WEEKS 

Literarcy and Communication in Indian Tradition Problems of Cultural and 
Political Autonomy in Indian Society 

A Study Week was held on "Lit
erarcy and Communication in 
Indian Tradition". at the Centre 

for Historical Studies, JNU, New 
Delhi from March 9 to 11, 1994, un
der the auspices of the UGC, Inter
University Centre in Humanities and 
Social Sciences, and liAS, Shimla. 
The Participants included: 
Doctors I. Mahadevan, R. Champ
akal~kshrni, Rajan Gurukkal, Suku
m.an Bhattacharji, Kumkum Roy, 
VtSwa Mohan ]ha, R. Narasimhan 
Kumkum Sangari, Poromesh Ach~ 
arya, Arun Nag, A.R. Venka-

. tachalapathy, Zafarullslam, Susmita 
Dasgupta, Kunal Chakrabarti 
Gautam Bhadra, Sanjay Subra~ 
hmanyam. 

During the last three decades a 
number of scholars like Havelock 
Goo~y, Ong, and Olson have per~ 
suastvely argued that Western cul
ture changed fundamentally subse
qu~nt to the invention of alphabetic 
scnpt by the Greeks. They suggest 
that . alphabetic literacy was an es
sential enabling factor in the devel
op?'ent of Greek democratic, ana
lytic and sceptical traditions. The 
c?gnitive claims of the literacy the
SiS have no substance. 

However, most of these studies 
are almost exclusively based on 
~e~tem tradition-onGreece, Chris
tiantty and Reformation. Kathleen 
G_ough's pr~liminary analysis of In
dian and Chinese experiences shows 
that the consequences of literacy 
have been rather variable when com
pared t? the west European experi
ence. It ts generally believed that the 
early sacred and ritual literatures of 
ln~~a were all products of an oral 
milie_u a~d that, d~spite literary un
de~mrungs, lndtan tradition has 
~on?nued to remain an oral one in 
t~s mtellectual and psychological 
aspects. 

The speakers seemed to agree 
tha~ although writing was known to 
India from a very early period (even 
the Vedas were committed to 

T h~ maj~r rubrics around which 
dtscusston was held in Study 
Week on 'Federalism in In

dia', from 1 to 5 November 1993 
at liAS, Shimla: ' ' 
i) Recasting Centre-State relations: 

C:onstitutioanl, political, finan
aal and administrative aspects 
- an exercise in building a bal
anced and coopeative federal 
system in India. 

ii) Working of India's political 
system and party system at the 
three levels - Centre I all India 
State I region, and local bodies f 

writing as early as the 8th century 
B.C., one paper argued, the mode of 
communication remained predomi
nantly oral. The advantage of oral 
transmission was that the totality of 
symbol referent relationships was 
immediately experienced by the in
dividual ard thus more deeply 
learned. When the product of writ
ing was thus transmitted, the liter
ate groups retained absolute control 
over the material, and through con
tinuous oral transmission of written 
texts they eventually came to ac
quire a referential base for the whole 
society. Writing in itself was not the 
decisive factor, but to whom the 
written texts were read out, by 
whom, and how, were of crucial 
social significance. This arrangement 
was .naturally conducive to the 
propagation of the ideology of the 
culturally dominant groups and the 
State often enlisted the services of 
the literate specialists to legitimise 
its power. 

Although the pervasive potenti
ality of writing was recognised, some 
papers refused to accept the sup
posed correlation between literacy 
and the development of knowledge 
as a valid reasoning in the Indian 
context. It was suggested that sub
jects socomplex and precise as nyaya 
could be effectively transmitted by 
oral means alone. On the other hand 
doubts were raised with regard to 
the social construction of illiteracy 
in Indian tradition and its possible 
connotation in popular conscious-
ness. 

However, it was argued that the 
authority and sanctity attached ~o 
the written word was symptomatic 
of a transition from one social for
mation to another. It was suggested 
that the use of writing implied that a 
transition was taking place from p~s
toralism to plough agriculture which 
paved the way for the emergence of 
a class with superior rights over 
land and the formation of state 
power. 

The Study Week organised by In
ter-University Centre for 
Humanities and Social Sciences 

was held from 22-27 March 1993 at 
liAS, Shimla. 
· Withtheunprecedentedgrowthand 
expansion of the means of communi
cation, transportation and various 
other technologies, the different cul
tures and societies in the world are no 
longer in a state of relative isolation 
and independence from one another. 
In the c~>ntext of the economic, politi
cal, soaal and cultural interactions at 
an une:ven level, the issues of political 
soveretgnty, cultural identity and cul
tural autonomy have gained consid
erable significance. 

The question of autonomy needs to 
be examined both from the perspec
tives of collectivity as well as the 
individual because any quest for au
tonomy involves a continuous and 
constant struggle at different levels. 
Autonomy needs to be seen not 
merely as independence from the 
interference and contro1 by others 
but primarily i!'l terms of the capac
ity of a society and its members to 
regulate their own affairs. In this 
context it needs to be examined as to 
what e~~ent the capacities and op
porturuties for self-regulation can be · 
regarded as a foundational feature 
of autonomy. 

The following issues were dis
cussed: 

1. What are the criteria of differentia
tion between one's 'own' culture 
and 'other' 'cultures? In view of the 
considerable exchange (voluntary 
as well as forced, deliberately 
planned as well as arising out of 
exigencies of unforeseen circum
stances), and intermingling of di
verse elements from different cul
tural communities, is it possible to 
visualise, in contemporary times, 
how any culture would have de
veloped in total isolation from other 
cultures? Is it possible to search for 
a pure, unpolluted indigenous cui-

Federalism in India 

Panchayats and Nagarpalil<as: 
Areas of convergence and 
areas of discord . 

iii) Socio-cultural pluralism in In
dia - ethnic segments, regional 
and sub-regional identities, re
ligious communities, language 
groups etc. 

iv) Problems of tension and co
ordination of pluralism, in the 
process of federal nation-build-
ing. 

v) Regionalism, Regional Move
ments and demand for smaller 
states in India. 

vi) Patterns and folk-traditions of 
composite culture in different 
states and regions of India. 

vii)Oirnensions of Caste, Class and 
Politics in Federal India. 

Participants included: 
Prof. Rasheeduddin Khan (Con 
venor), Dr. P.R. Dubashi, Prof. Tl<. 
Oommen, Prof. A.mal Ray, Mr.A.G. 

tural identity? 
2.What is the relationship between 

culture, politics and economy? 
What are the conditions for cul
tur~l and political autonomy? 
Which factors are likely to enhance 
or ?bstruct autonomy in the inter
action between different cultures? 
What is the relationship between 
the autonomy of a coiJU:lunity and 
the autonomy of its individual 
members? 

3. Is competence a pre-requisite for 
. ~utonomy at the collective and the 

mdividuallevel? If it is so, what is 
the role of various skills and tech
nologies in generating the relations 
of dependence, subordination and 
do~a~~n among communities 
~d mdt~tduals? Is it possible to 
dif~erentiate between technologies 
which contribute towards compe
~ence and the others which result 
m dependence and disaster? 

4 .1s ~ere any relationship between 
~e tdeals of social equality, indi-
VIdual freedom and' 'al . ti' . soa JUS ce 
~d the tdeals of cultural and po

. c:al autonomy? Do we need a 
~ti~~l restruct:umg of some of the 
~dt~onal Indian practices and in

stitutions for realising the ideals of 
cultural and political autonomy? 

S.What policies and steps need to be 
:do_Pt~d t? articulate and practise 

distinctive harmonious cultural 
and political identity in order to 
~vercome the erosion and mutila-
0~ of the basic norms of the com-

postte Indian cul . 
the co . . ~e ~eflecte~ m 
lated b~ting as~uations articu
the di Y e sectarian leadership of 
. verse religious faiths, linguis-

p tic.~oups and other sections? 
artiopants included. 

Pro?.~:~a P. Gau~ (Convenor), 
Prof M p ege, Prof. Ramashray Roy, 
Shri ~e:hdey, SJu:i Girdhar Rathi, 
Ra'iv wara Mishra Panka} Dr. 
Pr~f ~~ Shri Yogendra Yadav, 
Singh.p es ChandraShah, Dr.Prem 
Dr rof.JaveedAiam_Prof.Jaidev, 

· A S. Narang. 

Noorani Mrs S.K. Ch~ · ayeed Naqvi, Prof. 
Dr . AS u~e, Dr. Nalini Pant, 
Dr. Pr~d· arang, Prof. Vakil, 
Ch eep Kumar, Dr. Bidhyut 
Dr ~abarti, Dr. Sandeep Shastri, 
S · Jay_ Kumar Singh. Dr. Kumar 

ureshSmgh,Dr.ArshiKh p t Ra h an, ro. 
Sin~~endra Rao, Prof. Randhir 

Sayeed Naqvi 's video 
~assette on "Composite 

ulture 0/ lt11ita • was shown 
to the FellouJS, lUC A.o;sociates, 
and tl~ participattt:.. 
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STUDY WEEK 

Collapse of the Existing Socialist State Sy~tem 

A Study Week, entitled 'Collapse of 
the Existing Socialist State System' 
was held from 7-12 June 1993, un

der the auspices of Inter-University Cen
tre for Humanities & Social Sciences, at 
llAS, Shimla. The convenor of the Study 
Week was Prof. Javeed Alam. · 

The purpose was to examine the causes 
and i!Jlplications of the disintegration 
and collapse of the 'Socialist Camp'; an 
event which was not only unexpected but 
altered the very nature of relations among 
the states in the world. 

The themes around which the Study 
Week was organised, were: 

1. Socialist Construction in the Im
perialist Era. 

2 . Issues Centred around State Bu
reaucracy and Democracy i~ the 
Socialist State. 

3. Centralised Planning and Innova
tive Efficiency in the Socialist 
System. 

4 . Handling of Nations and Nation
alities in Theory and Practice. 

5. Socialist State in Relation to Cul
tural Practice. 

On each of the fi ve core papers there 
w~re three contributory notes which dealt 
With one specific area of concern. In 

addition there was a paper on the ha
ture of the developments in Marxist 
theory after 1917 revolution which 
did not allow for an internal critique of 
practice to take shape in the socialist 
sl'ates. One day was devoted to the 
discussions on each of these core 
themes. As such there were six core 
themes. 

The contributors tried to ·go into 
these problems with a threefold focus. 
These were as follows: 

i. The internal causes for an exter
nal influences on the collapse 
of the Socialist States. 

ii. The implication and conse
quences of the collapse for (a) 
the world, (b) the Third World 
countrie·s and (c) India. 

iii. The lessons suggested for the 
global transforrnative process 
as well as the possibilities for 
the renewal of the socialist 
emancipatory project. 

The core papers were contributed by 
Prabhat Patnaik, Achin Vinayak, Tahir 
Mahmood, Ajit Ray, Kumaresh Chak
ravaroty and Rajiv Bhargava. 

At the end it was decided that the 
contributors would send revised 
versions of their papers for a book 
on this subject. 
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liAS INFORMAL EXCHANGES 

B esides formal Seminars/ 
lectures, the Institl,lte or
ganizes informal discus

sions with eminent scholars 
and Fellows of the Institute. 

Under one such programme, 
Dr. Georgiy ]. Kho-dorovskiy, 
Ambassador, Ex- traordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of 
Ukraine, had discussions with 
the Fellows on April30, 1993. 

Professor Romila Thapar, 
Amita Malik and former Air 
Commodore Shri Jasjit Singh 
spent an evening with the Fel
lows and Associates on May 
11, June 18 and June 21, 1993 
respectively. 

Dr. P.K. Ayenger, Membei: 
of the Atomic Energy Com
mission, had informal discus
sions with the Institute Fel
lows on May 19, 1993. 

Bernard Crick, Professor 
Emeritus of London Univer- · 
sity, spoke on George Orwell 
in an after-dinner session with 
the Fellows on September 6, 
1993. 

On 24 September 1993, the 
Fellows and Associates of the 
Institute had an evening of rec-

ollections with the former Di
rector of the Institute, Prof. J.S. 
Grewal. 

On October 22, 1993 Profes
sor Randhir Singh, National Fel
low. of the Institute, spoke on 
his career as a Marxist activist 
and teacher, and read out some 
of his Punjabi poems and Dr. 
Chaman Lal read out the Eng
lish translations. 

Shri Bhisham Sahni, the fa" 
mous Hindi novelis t, short 
stqry writer and dramatist, 
spent an evening with the Fel
lows on October 29, 1993. 

The Institute has also been 
· holding bag-lunch-sessions 

with visiting scholars and 
eminent professionals from 
all walks of life. In May, 1993, 
there was a three cornered bag
lunch debate between three ex
members of the Planning Com
mission - J.D. Sethi, G.S. Shalla 
and Arun Ghosh followed by 
questions from the Fellows. 

Ms Minnie Vaid, correspond
ent of News track, also, had 
informal discussions during 
bag-lunch-session on Novem
ber 21, 1993. 

Books from SAGE 
TRIBAL IDENTITY AND THE MODERN WORLD 
SURESH SHARMA 

The author outlines the conceptual difficulties surrounding the way In wh l~h 
tribal Identities and the texture of the tribal-nan-tribal Interaction In India 
are expressed . 

220 pages • 220mm x 140mm e Rs 226 (cloth) • 1994 

CONTOURS OF CONTINUITY AND CHANGE 
The Story of the Bonda Highlanders 
BIKRAM"NARAYAN NANDA 

This book represents a new approach to the study of tribal formations, and 
provides valuable critical insights Into the contemporary predicament of 
tribes in India . 

228 pages (Including 3 tables) • 220mm x 140mm • Rs 275 (cloth) • 19!M 

PERCEIVING INDIA 
Insight and Inquiry 
GEETISEN 

"This collection offers an Introduction to this bewildering country by 

acknowledging Its Inherent contradictions and accepting them w~h a 
deep empathy. The extremely personalised style of most of the writers 

makes It a good read ... " 
- Business India 

286 pagee (Including 2t plat.) • 240mm x 160mm • R• 400 (cloth) • 1993 

THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF AN IDEOLOGY 
Ambedkar's Political and Social Thought 
M S GORE 

~ .. provides an Insight into the development of Ambedkar's perception 
of social transformation and political strategy. n 

-Business Standard 

364 pages • 220mm x 140mm • Ra 325 (cloth) • Ra 175 (paper) e1993 

STRUGGLE FOR HEGEMONY IN INDIA, 1920-47 
The Colonial State, the Left and the National Movement 

"An ~xcellent overview of a turbulent period In Indian hlsto which 
contmues to fascinate both laymen and experts. • ry 

Volume 1: 1920-34 
SHASHI JOSHI 
376 pages • 220mm x 140mm • Ra 360 (cloth) • 1992 

Volume 2: 1934-41 
BHAGWAN JOSH 
331 pages • 220mm x 140mm • Ra 360 (cloth) • 1992 

' . 

-Times of India 

· Volume 3: 1941-47: Culture, Community and Powe 
SHASHI JOSHI and BHAGWAN JOSH r 
356 JHIIJM • 220mm x 140mm • Rs ~76 (cloth) • 1994 

SA,GE Publications India Pvt Ltd 
Post Box 4215, New Delhi 110 048 (Tel: 6419884, 6444958, Fax: 91·11-6472426) 

AE~ss, Salt Lake, Calcutta 700 064 (Tel : 377062) 
27, Malony Road, T Nagar, Madras 600 017 {Tel: 4345822) 
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